
4. Distinguished 3. Proficient 2. Apprentice 1. Novice

Content-Creativity:
Unique delivery

Project
demonstrated
student's own
interpretation and
expression of
research material.
Used graphs,
charts, or other
visual aids to
display information
in multiple ways.

Used student-
created materials
as well as existing
material from other
sources. Student
devised a creative
way to design or
deliver the project.

Information was
factual but showed
little student
interpretation.
Project based
primarily on sample
work. Student
added one or more
original ideas.

Project was built
from a template,
designed only as
prescribed, or was
based entirely on
sample work.

Media-Creativity
and Originality:
Uses original media
and combines
media in new and
unique ways

Made extensive
use of original
photographs,
illustrations,
sounds, movies,
etc. Combined
multiple media
elements to create
a unique effect.

Used three or more
original media
elements. Used
media in a unique
way.

Used one or two
pieces of original
media. Missed
opportunities to
creatively use
media elements.

Used no original
media or used
simplistic or
gratuitous media.
Media choices
detracted from the
project.

Oral Presentation-
Props/Visual Aids:
Relates to topic,
high-quality, not
distracting

Props were of
exceptional quality.
Props contributed
to the quality or
amount of
information being
presented.
Presenter handled
props expertly.

Props were of high-
quality, related to
the topic, and
contributed to the
presentation.
Handled props
smoothly.

Props were
marginally related
to the topic. Did not
thoroughly explain
the relationship or
importance of the
props. Some props
were distracting tot
he audience.

Visual aids were
unrelated to the
topic, or presenter
failed to explain
relevance of the
props. Props were
distracting for
presenter or
audience.

Oral Presentation-
Enthusiasm:
Energetic, not
frenetic

Appeared
enthusiastic about
presentation at all
times. Moderated
level of excitement
to hold audience's
attention.

Appeared
enthusiastic for
most of the
presentation. May
have appeared
overly enthusiastic
at times. Held
audience interest
for most of
presentation.

Showed some
excitement about
the topic.
Attempted to
modify behavior to
engage audience
on one or more
occasions. Lost
attention of some
audience members.

Showed little or no
enthusiasm about
the topic. Did not
moderate level of
excitement in
response to
audience reaction. 
Lost audience
interest.
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____ My project delivers information in creative, interesting ways.

____ My project uses original, creative media.

____ I will use high-quality props and visual aids that are appropriate for my topic.

____ I will demonstrate by my demeanor that I am excited about my topic.

iMovie Project 
Check-off list
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